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ABSTRACT The magnetic anisotropy of epitaxial 300 Å thick
Fe films on Ag and Ag/Cr buffer layers on MgO(001) has been
studied by ferromagnetic resonance and magneto-optic Kerr
effect measurements. The samples were grown by molecular
beam epitaxy at ambient temperature. A reduction of the ef-
fective magnetization for the samples with a Ag buffer layer is
attributed to strain and dislocation formation as seen from X-ray
diffraction measurements at low and high angles. In the sam-
ples with a Cr seed layer, a higher magnetic anisotropy is found
which correlates with a reduced roughness.

PACS 75.50.Bb; 75.70.Cn; 76.50.+g; 68.35.Ct; 75.70.-i

1 Introduction

Thin magnetic films separated by non-magnetic
spacer layers are widely investigated experimentally and the-
oretically because of their relevance for magneto-resistive ap-
plications. They show properties which differ considerably
from those of the bulk, such as the magnetic anisotropy and
interlayer exchange coupling. Fe/Ag multilayers have been
extensively studied with respect to their physical properties,
which depend on the surface and interface quality [1–7]. Fer-
romagnetic resonance (FMR) and magneto-optical Kerr effect
(MOKE) show a reorientation transition of the magnetiza-
tion from in-plane to out-of-plane at low Fe thickness, due to
surface/interface anisotropy [8–12]. The structure of Ag thin
films deposited on MgO(001) has been studied in a number of
works [13–15]. It is established that the Ag thin films grow
strained and form a square network of misfit dislocations at
the interface with a periodicity of 10 nm, and that these dis-
locations are oriented along the 〈110〉 directions [13]. On the
contrary, Fe and Cr thin layers grow perfectly on MgO(001)
with much less strain than Ag [6, 7, 16]. However, Etienne
et al. have shown that the growth of Fe on Ag gives rise to
the formation of 3D islands, which in turn leads to a rough
Fe surface [17]. Similar to that, thin Ag films on Fe layers
on GaAs(001) tend to 3D-island growth, if they are below
100 nm thick, whereas flat Ag surfaces are obtained for Ag
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layers thicker than 200 nm [18]. Thus, using Cr as a seed layer
on MgO(001) may be a promising alternative for Fe/Ag mul-
tilayers with thinner spacers.

Having this in mind, the studies of Fe/Ag and Fe/Ag/Cr
thin film bilayers presented in the following are important (i)
to understand how a Cr seed layer influences the structure and
the magnetic anisotropy of these Fe/Ag bilayers deposited
on single crystalline MgO(001) by molecular beam epitaxy,
and (ii) to compare these properties to bilayers that have been
prepared without a Cr layer on MgO(001). MgO(001) as sub-
strate was chosen because it allows for epitaxial growth of Cr
as well as Fe on it [16, 17, 19]. In order to evaluate the mag-
nitude of the uniaxial in-plane anisotropy K2‖ and fourfold
anisotropy K4‖ with and without Cr seed layer, we have per-
formed angle-dependent FMR measurements in in-plane and
polar configuration, as well as MOKE. The results are com-
pared to structural and growth quality information obtained
from X-ray diffraction at low and high angles.

2 Experimental details

The Fe/Ag bilayers were prepared at K.U. Leu-
ven (Belgium) by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) onto polished MgO(001) at room tempera-
ture. The MgO(001) substrate was cleaned by annealing at
600 ◦C for 20 min. in UHV prior to deposition. The Ag layer
was evaporated with a deposition rate of 1 Å/s using a Knud-
sen cell. The Fe and Cr layers were evaporated by electron
beam evaporation at a rate of 0.3 Å/s each. All samples were
covered by a Ag protective layer of 20 Å thickness. The final
sample structure is: 20 Å Ag/300 Å Fe/tAg/MgO(001), with
tAg being the Ag buffer layer thickness of either 50, 100, or
150 Å. We refer to these samples as series A using the notation
AtAg (e.g. A50, A100, or A150). For comparison, one sample
(A0) without any Ag buffer and cap layer is included. The sec-
ond sample series B contains a Cr buffer layer of 75 Å giving
the structure: 20 Å Ag/300 Å Fe/tAg/75 Å Cr/MgO(001).

The XRD measurements were also carried out at K.U. Leu-
ven using a 12 kW Rikagu DMax rotating anode diffractome-
ter with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) and a thin film attach-
ment goniometer with a post-sample graphite(0002) crystal
monochromator in Bragg–Brentano configuration. The room
temperature magnetic properties were determined at the Freie
Universität Berlin from angle dependent FMR measurements
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using a Varian spectrometer with a conventional microwave
cavity setup at 9.2 GHz, and by MOKE at K.U. Leuven.

3 Results and discussion

The crystallographic orientation of the layers for
series A samples is [100]MgO ‖ [100]Ag ‖ [110]Fe, i.e., the
Fe(001) lattice is rotated by 45◦ with respect to the Ag(001)
lattice. The growth of the Ag layer on MgO(001) is island-
like, as no RHEED oscillations are visible during evapora-
tion [20]. The relationship of the sample series B with the
Cr buffer layer is [100]MgO ‖ [110]Cr ‖ [100]Ag ‖ [110]Fe. The
Cr lattice is azimuthally rotated by 45◦ with respect to the
MgO(001) substrate [16]. The lattice mismatch between Ag
and Cr is then only 2%, and the Ag layer is rotated by
45◦ with respect to both the Cr and Fe layer. As the sur-
face energy of Cr (2400 mJ/m2) is about twice that of Ag
(1250 mJ/m2) [17, 19], a Ag layer on the Cr buffer layer may
improve the growth of thin films.

Figure 1 shows the low angle X-ray diffraction of three
samples with and without the Cr buffer. Data for one sample
of each series A and B with tAg = 150 Å, and the Fe ref-
erence sample A0, i.e. without the Cr buffer and Ag layer,
are presented. (The dataset for A0 is the same as presented
in [21, 22].) For sample B150 and A0 interference fringes are
visible, whereas for sample A150, in which the Ag layer is
in direct contact with the MgO substrate, no fringes are ob-
servable. The absence of fringes can be explained by a higher
surface roughness, or by the formation of a dislocation net-
work. Additionally one can see that for sample B150 and A0 the
interference fringe intensity decreases with increasing scatter-
ing vector, which is caused by interface roughness [23]. The
distinctly higher decay rate of the reflected intensity for sam-
ple A0 results from some surface roughness [23] not observed
that strongly for samples A150 and B150. This behavior is rep-
resentative also for the other samples of the same series.

The corresponding high angle X-ray diffraction data of the
same three samples is given in Fig. 2. At 2θ = 42.9◦ (Q =

FIGURE 1 Low angle X-ray diffraction curves of samples A150, B150, and
the reference sample A0. The curves are vertically offset for better visibility

FIGURE 2 High angle X-ray diffraction curves of samples A150, B150, and
the reference sample A0. The curves are vertically offset for visibility

2.98 Å−1) the MgO(002) peak is observed. The Ag(002),
Cr(002), and Fe(002) peaks appear at angles 2θ = 44.5◦
(Q = 3.10 Å−1), 2θ = 64.6◦ (Q = 4.36 Å−1), and 2θ = 65.6◦
(Q = 4.43 Å−1), respectively, which indicates that all samples
are epitaxial. A forbidden MgO(003) peak at Q = 4.50 Å−1

appears only for sample A150 (without the Cr layer) and may
be due to growth induced strain, dislocations, or substrate
quality [24, 25]. For sample B150 the intensities of the Ag(002)
and Fe(002) peaks are higher than those of sample A150. From
this low and high angle XRD data, it follows that the inter-
face and surface roughness of a Fe/Ag stack directly grown
on MgO(001) can be reduced using a Cr buffer layer of 75 Å,
improving the epitaxial quality.

For the determination of the magnetic anisotropy we use
the following definition of the magnetic part of the free energy
density for cubic symmetry [26]:

F = −M · H − (
K2⊥ −2πM2) cos2 θ

+ K2‖ sin2 θ cos2(ϕ−ϕu)

+ K4 sin2 θ − 1

8
K4(7 + cos 4ϕ) sin4 θ , (1)

where M is the magnetization, and H is the external magnetic
field. θ denotes the angle between M and the film normal, ϕ

the in-plane angle between M and the [100] direction of Fe,
and ϕu is the angle of the easy axis of the uniaxial in-plane
anisotropy K2‖ with respect to the easy axis of the fourfold
anisotropy K4.

Using the general approach of Smit and Beljers [27],
the resonance conditions for out-of-plane Hres(θH) or in-
plane Hres(ϕH) field angle-dependent ferromagnetic reson-
ance measurements can be derived from (1), see, e.g. [28] for
details. For the polar angular dependence in which H is varied
between the [110] and the [001] direction follows:
(

ω

γ

)2
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×
{

Hres cos ∆θ + 3K4
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(π

4
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)]
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}
−
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, (2)

where ∆θ = θeq − θH with θeq being the equilibrium polar
angle of M. For the azimuthal angular dependence (θH = 90◦)
follows:
(

ω

γ

)2

=
{

Hres cos ∆ϕ+4πMeff

+ K4

2M

[
3 + cos 4ϕeq

]+ 2K2‖
M

cos2 (
ϕeq −ϕu

)}

×
{

Hres cos ∆ϕ+ 2K4

M
cos 4ϕeq

+ 2K2‖
M

cos 2
(
ϕeq −ϕu

) }
, (3)

where ∆ϕ = ϕeq −ϕH with ϕeq being the equilibrium azimuth
angle of M. The fit of the angle-dependent data with (2) and
(3) results in the anisotropy fields K2‖/M and K4/M, as well
as in the effective magnetization 4πMeff = 4πM −2K2⊥/M.

The FMR in-plane angular dependence taken at 9.24 GHz
and room temperature for samples A150 and B150 is shown in
Fig. 3. The in-plane angle of the external magnetic field ϕH
was varied between −110◦ and +70◦. The solids lines are fits
to the resonance condition using the parameters presented in
Table 1. Sample A150 exhibits only one resonance per field
angle (squares), whereas for sample B150 with Cr buffer (cir-
cles), two resonances are observable. These are the so-called
saturated (solid circles) and the unsaturated resonance modes
(open circles), respectively. The saturated resonance mode
corresponds to the (uniform) precession of M around H in
a sample magnetically saturated by the external field. If the

FIGURE 3 In-plane angular dependence of Hres for samples A150 (red
squares) and B150 (green circles). The open circles denote the resonance
field of the unsaturated mode of sample B150. The solid lines are the fits as
described in the text

Sample 4πMeff K2‖/M K4/M KMOKE
4 /M Hc

(kOe) (Oe) (Oe) (Oe) (Oe)

A0 – – – –355(40) 2.0(3)
A50 –11.1(2) 0 –36(2) –28(8) 58(1)
A100 –11.0(2) 0 –40(2) –81(8) 66(1)
A150 –16.0(1) 0 –45(2) –52(8) 48(1)
B50 –18.8(2) –15(1) –260(2) –376(40) 5.4(3)
B100 –17.8(2) –17(1) –275(2) –262(40) 8.5(3)
B150 –17.8(2) –17(1) –285(2) –327(40) 5.1(3)

TABLE 1 Effective magnetization, uniaxial and fourfold magnetic
anisotropy fields, and the coercivity along the [100] easy axis of the samples
from series A (without Cr) and B (with Cr)

external field is smaller than the internal anisotropy fields, M
precesses around the direction of the internal field, resulting
in the unsaturated mode [26, 29]. To determine the magnetic
anisotropy we used only the saturated mode for fitting. Due
to a comparatively high anisotropy of sample B150, the reson-
ance modes are observable only in a narrow range of about
10◦ around the Fe 〈110〉 directions, which are the hard axes in
the film plane. Therefore, the easy axis resonances of sample
B150 cannot be excited, because no solution fulfilling the res-
onance equation (3) exists for these field directions. The same
was observed for all samples of series B. Similar resonance
modes have been observed at 9 GHz in Fe/MgO(001) [30, 31]
and Fe/GaAs [26, 32], for example. Sample A150 also shows
a clear fourfold anisotropy, and the resonances can be found
over the whole range of in-plane angles. Minima of the reson-
ance field are found along the in-plane 〈100〉 directions, which
are thus the easy axes for both series of samples. The 〈110〉 in-
plane directions thus are the intermediate (hard in-plane) axes
of the films. The film’s normal is the hard axis due to the shape
anisotropy of the thin films.

Figure 4 shows the corresponding polar angular depen-
dence of the two samples with tAg = 150 Å. The external
field is rotated from the film’s normal (θH = 0◦) into the
film plane pointing then along the [110] direction (θH = 90◦,
ϕH = 45◦). Again, for the B-type sample the saturated and
unsaturated resonance modes are visible (solid and open cir-
cles), whereas for the A-type sample only the saturated branch
exists (squares). From the polar angular dependence shown
in Fig. 4, the effective magnetization 4πMeff is determined,
which is roughly 40% higher for the series B samples than for
series A.

The results for all six samples are summarized in Table 1.
The effective magnetization of series B of 17.8–18.8 kOe is
in good agreement with the bulk value of Fe and the work of
Chemam et al. on [Ag/Fe]/MgO(001) superlattices [33]. The
effective magnetization of series A is 38% smaller. The values
of the fourfold anisotropy field K4/M = 285 Oe and the uni-
axial in-plane anisotropy field K2‖ = 17 Oe of the sample B150
with the Cr buffer deduced from the fits of Figures 3 and 4
are in good agreement with the Fe bulk value and the values
reported by Zakeri et al. for Fe/GaAs [28]. However, the ori-
gin of the small in-plane uniaxial anisotropy found in series B
but not in series A remains unclear. It might be due to uniax-
ial stress within the Fe film or (at least) at the Fe/Ag interface,
induced by the underlying Cr buffer.

Compared to series B, the values of the fourfold anisotropy
field in the series A samples are smaller by a factor of about
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FIGURE 4 Polar angular dependence of Hres for the samples with tAg =
150 Å. Red squares denote the sample A150 without the Cr buffer and solid
(open) green circles refer to the saturated (unsaturated) mode of sample B150.
The solid lines are fits as described in the text

7, which is attributed to the formation of dislocations and
strain at the Ag/MgO(001) interface and reduced epitaxial
quality. A similar case of reduced magnetic anisotropy was
observed in Fe/GaAs [34, 35], which was attributed to the
lattice mismatch at the interface or even the existence of inho-
mogeneities due to crystal imperfections, which may appear
during the growth process.

Figure 5 shows MOKE hysteresis loops of sample A0 for
the magnetic field applied along the intermediate [110] axis
and also along the easy axis [100]. It can be seen that when
the field is applied along the [110] direction, there is an al-
most linear decrease of the magnetization from saturation to
a remanence of 68% as the field strength is reduced. After
compensating the coercive field of 6.8 Oe an abrupt jump
followed by a further linear decrease occurs until negative sat-
uration is reached. This jump is caused by the nucleation of
domains with magnetization along the opposite easy [0−10]
direction and the rapid movement of domain walls across the
sample. The slow increase in Kerr intensity reflects the subse-
quent rotation of the moments into the [−1−10] intermediate
direction. In contrast, along the [100] direction (see inset in
Fig. 5), one observes a square-like hysteresis loop with a co-
ercivity of only 2.0 Oe [36, 37].

For all samples the fourfold anisotropy field K4/M was
estimated from the area between intermediate and easy axis
hysteresis curves and given as KMOKE

4 in Table 1. The results
show the same order of magnitude as the FMR results. Note
that the fourfold anisotropy of series B is comparable to that
of the pure Fe film (sample A0) or to Fe films prepared by
ion-beam sputter epitaxy [38].

The last column of Table 1 contains the coercivity Hc

along the easy axis. For series A, Hc is one order of magni-
tude higher than for series B. In principle, the coercivity Hc

is affected by two mechanisms: (i) the nucleation and domain
wall motion determining the magnetization reversal process
and (ii) the surface roughness or formation of dislocations, i.e.
disorder in the magnetic system hindering the propagation of
reversed domains. In our case it is probably the second one,
i.e. in series A the formation of dislocations during growth

FIGURE 5 MOKE hysteresis loops of sample A0 measured along the [110]
intermediate direction. The inset shows the hysteresis loop for the [100] easy
axis

increases the coercive field. A similar behavior of Hc due to
dislocation formation was found in Fe/W(100) [39].

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, by FMR we investigated the influ-
ence of a Cr seed layer on the magnetic anisotropy of Fe/Ag
thin films on MgO(001). The easy and intermediate magne-
tization axes were found to be the 〈100〉 and 〈110〉 in-plane
directions of Fe, respectively. From the FMR analysis we ob-
tained the effective magnetization, the in-plane uniaxial and
fourfold anisotropy fields. The growth of Fe/Ag bilayers (and
probably [Ag/Fe] superlattices) on MgO(001) substrates is
improved significantly by insertion of a Cr seed layer on the
MgO substrate, leading to magnetic properties of the Fe layer
similar to that of single-crystalline Fe films. This is confirmed
by X-ray diffraction measurements. For the samples without
the Cr buffer layer (series A), the reduction of the effect-
ive magnetization and fourfold anisotropy field is attributed
to the formation of strain and dislocations at the substrate’s
interface.
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